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Key features 

• Detailed history of the Scottish League Cup from 1946 to 
2021, with full accounts of every final, including the time 
that it was held on the home ground of one of the finalists 

• Revisits Rangers’ 27 wins and details when Celtic won five 
years in a row, plus their remarkable 7-1 victory over 
Rangers in 1957 

• Reveals how Ally MacLeod and Alex Ferguson won the 
cup for Aberdeen 

• Chronicles the triumphant occasions when Hearts and 
Hibs brought the trophy back to Edinburgh 

• Resurrects the glory years of East Fife, who won the 
trophy three times in its first decade, plus magical 
moments for Partick Thistle, Livingston and Raith Rovers 

• Publicity campaign planned including radio, newspapers, 
websites, podcasts and magazines 

 Description 

The Scottish League Cup is often wrongly described as the ‘Cinderella’ of Scottish football, as distinct from its two ugly sisters, the 
Scottish League and the Scottish Cup. Dating from the Second World War, it is certainly the youngest. The trophy is unusual, if not 
unique, in having three handles. It is a major part of the Scottish season, and has been keenly contested for 75 years. Sixteen teams 
have won the cup. Unsurprisingly, the big Glasgow clubs have won it the most, but Aberdeen, Hearts, Hibs and Dundee have also 
tasted glory. The trophy has also given the likes of Raith Rovers and Livingston their moments in the sun – and who could ignore the 
mighty deeds of East Fife, who won the cup three times in its first decade? Rangers hold the record for Scottish League Cup wins, 
but Celtic’s victories have been more spectacular, not least their astonishing 7-1 triumph in the 1957 final. This book pays homage to 
each one of the 75 seasons, with a detailed account of every final. 
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